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ABSTRACT
One big challenge in disaster response is to get an overview
over the degree of damage and to provide this information,
together with optimized plans for rescue missions, back to
teams in the ﬁeld. Collapsing infrastructure, limited visibil-
ity due to smoke and dust, and overloaded communication
lines make it nearly impossible for rescue teams to report the
total situation consistently. This problem can only be solved
by eﬃciently integrating data of many observers into a single
consistent view. A Global Positioning System (GPS) device
in conjunction with a communication device, and sensors
or simple input methods for reporting observations, oﬀer a
realistic chance to solve the data integration problem.
We propose preliminary results from a wearable computing
device, acquiring disaster relevant data, such as locations
of victims and blockades, and show the data integration
into the RoboCupRescue Simulation [8] platform, which is
a benchmark for MAS within the RoboCup competitions.
We show exemplarily how the data can consistently be in-
tegrated and how rescue missions can be optimized by so-
lutions developed on the RoboCupRescue simulation plat-
form. The preliminary results indicate that nowadays wear-
able computing technology combined with MAS technology
can serve as a powerful tool for Urban Search and Rescue
(USAR).
Keywords
Wearable Computing, GPS, Multi Agent Systems, MAS,
USAR, GIS, RoboCupRescue
1. INTRODUCTION
One big challenge in disaster response is to get an overview
over the degree of damage and to provide this information,
together with optimized plans for rescue missions, back to
teams in the ﬁeld. Collapsing infrastructure, limited visibil-
ity due to smoke and dust, and overloaded communication
lines make it nearly impossible for rescue teams to report
the total situation consistently. Furthermore, they might be
aﬀected psychologically or physically by the situation itself
and hence report unreliable information.
This problem can only be solved by eﬃciently integrating
data of many observers into a single consistent view. A
Global Positioning System (GPS) device in conjunction with
a communication device, and sensors or simple input meth-
ods for reporting observations, oﬀer a realistic chance to
solve the data integration problem. Furthermore, an inte-
grated world model of the disaster allows to apply solutions
from the rich set of AI methods developed by the Multi-
Agent Systems (MAS) community.
We propose preliminary results from a wearable computing
device, acquiring disaster relevant data, such as locations
of victims and blockades, and show the data integration
into the RoboCupRescue Simulation [8] platform, which is
a benchmark for MAS within the RoboCup competitions.
Communication between wearable computing devices and
the server is carried out based on the open GPX protocol [21]
for GPS data exchange, which has been extended for addi-
tional information relevant to the rescue task. We show ex-
emplarily how the data can consistently be integrated and
how rescue missions can be optimized by solutions devel-
oped on the RoboCupRescue simulation platform. The pre-
liminary results indicate that nowadays wearable computing
technology combined with MAS technology can serve as a
powerful tool for Urban Search and Rescue (USAR).
RoboCupRescue simulation aims at simulating large-scale
disasters and exploring new ways for the autonomous coor-
dination of rescue teams [8] (see Figure 1). These goals lead
to challenges like the coordination of heterogeneous teams
with more than 30 agents, the exploration of a large-scale en-
vironment in order to localize victims, as well as the schedul-
ing of time-critical rescue missions. Moreover, the simulated
environment is highly dynamic and only partially observable
by a single agent. Agents have to plan and decide their ac-
tions asynchronously in real-time. Core problems are path
planning, coordinated ﬁre ﬁghting, and coordinated search
and rescue of victims. The solutions presented in this paper
are based on the OpenSource agent software [1], which was
developed by the ResQ Freiburg 2004 team [9], the winner of
RoboCup 2004. The advantage of interfacing RoboCupRes-
cue simulation with wearable computing is twofold: First,
data collected from a real interface allows to improve the
disaster simulation towards disaster reality. Second, agent
software developed within RoboCupRescue might be advan-
tageous in real disasters, since it can be tested in many sim-
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model for the City of Kobe, Japan.
ulated disaster situations and can also directly be compared
to other approaches.
Nourbakhsh and colleagues utilized the MAS Retsina for
mixing real-world and simulation-based testing in the con-
text of Urban Search and Rescue [15]. Schurr and col-
leagues [17] introduced the DEFACTO system, which en-
ables agent-human cooperation and has been evaluated in
the ﬁre-ﬁghting domain with the RoboCupRescue simula-
tion package. Liao and colleagues presented a system that
is capable of recognizing the mode of transportation, i.e., by
bus or by car, and predicting common travel destinations,
such as the oﬃce location or home location, from data sam-
pled by a GPS device [12].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We
present an interface between human rescue teams and the
rescue simulator in Section 2. In Section 3 we give some ex-
amples how approaches taken from MAS can be utilized for
data integration and rescue mission optimization. In Sec-
tion 4 we propose preliminary experiments from integrating
data into RoboCupRescue from a real device and conclude
in Section 5.
2. INTERFACING REAL RESCUE
2.1 Requirement analysis
In wearable computing, one main goal is to build devices
that support a user in the primary task with little or no
obstruction. Apart from the usual challenges of wearable
computing [20, 19], in the case of emergency response, the
situation of the responder is a stressful one. In order to
achieve primary task support and user acceptance, special
attention has to be given to user interface design. For this
application, the user needs the possibility to enter informa-
tion about perceptions and needs feedback from the sys-
tem
1. Furthermore, the user needs to receive task-related
instructions from the command center.
The implementation has to cope with multiple unreliable
communication systems such as existing cell phone net-
works, special-purpose ad-hoc communication and existing
1Technically, this feedback is actually not required by the
application, but we envision that it will improve user accep-
tance.
emergency response communication systems. As the anal-
ysis of the diﬀerent properties of these communication sys-
tems is beyond the scope of this article, we will therefore
abstract from them and assume an unreliable IP-based con-
nectivity between the mobile device and a central command
post. This assumption is motivated by the fact that both
infrastructure-based mobile communication networks and
current ad-hoc communication systems can transport IP-
based user traﬃc.
For mobile devices, a number of localization techniques are
available today, for an overview see [6]. Although some
infrastructure-based communication networks are also ca-
pable of providing localization information of their mobile
terminals, we assume the presence of a GPS-based local-
ization device. The rationale behind this is that the local-
ization information provided by communication systems is
not very precise (e.g., sometimes limited to the identiﬁca-
tion of the current cell, which may span several square kilo-
meters) and therefore not usable for our application. The
GPS system also has well-known problems in urban areas
and in buildings. But based on additional techniques such
as the ones stated in [11], its reliability and accuracy can
be suﬃciently improved. Particularly the coexistence of a
GPS device with an Internet connection allows to utilize
Internet-based Diﬀerential GPS, which leads to a position-
ing accuracy of decimeters [2].
The situation of the device and its user is also characterized
by harsh environmental conditions related to the emergency
response, such as ﬁre, smoke, ﬂoods, wind, chemical spillings
etc. The device has to remain operable under such condi-
tions, and moreover has to provide alternative means of in-
put and output under conditions that aﬀect human sensing
and action abilities. As these requirements are quite com-
plex, we decided to design and implement a preliminary test
system and a ﬁnal system. The components of the two sys-
tems and their interconnections can be found in Figure 4.
2.2 A preliminary test system
In order to analyze the properties of the communication and
localization systems, a preliminary test system has been im-
plemented, for which two requirements have been dropped,
the design for harsh envionmental conditions and the ability
to use alternative input and output.
The communication and localization system is independent
of the user requirements with the exception of the fact that
the system has to be portable. Therefore we chose a mobile
GPS receiver device and a GSM cell phone device as our
test implementation platform. The GPS receiver uses the
bluetooth [3] personal area network standard to connect to
the cell phone. The cell phone ﬁrmware includes a Java VM
based on the J2ME standard with JSR82 extensions, i.e.,
a Java application running on the VM can present its user
interface on the phone but can also directly communicate
with bluetooth devices in the local vicinity and with Internet
hosts via the GSM networks GPRS standard.
The implementation of the test application is straightfor-
ward: It regularly decodes the current geographic position
from the NMEA data stream provided by the GPS receiver
and sends this information to the (a priori conﬁgured) server
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protocol between the cell phone and the command center
is based on the widely used GPX [21] standard for GPS
locations. Among other things, the protocol deﬁnes data
structures for tracks and waypoints. A track is a sequence of
locations with time stamps that has been visited with the
GPS device. A waypoint describes a single location of inter-
est, e.g., the peak of a mountain. We extended the protocol
in order to augment waypoint descriptions with information
speciﬁc to disaster situations. These extensions allow res-
cue teams to report the waypoint-relative locations of road
blockades, building ﬁres, and victims. Currently, the wear-
able device automatically sends the user’s trajectory to the
command center, whereas perceptions can manually be en-
tered. A detailed description of the protocol extension can
be found in Appendix A.
2.3 Designingthefullemergencyresponsewear-
able system
In order to fulﬁll the additional requirements for robustness
and user interface, the full system will be based on additional
hard- and software. The system uses a wearable CPU core,
the so-called qbic belt-worn computer [4] (see Figure 3 (a)).
It is based on a ARM CPU running the Linux operating
system, has a bluetooth interface, and can be extended via
USB and RS232 interfaces. The wearable CPU core runs
the main application program. For localization, the same
mobile GPS receiver as in the test system is used, but can
be replaced by a non-bluetooth serial device for increased
reliability. For communication, the system can use multi-
ple communication channels whose already used GSM cell
phone can be one of those
2.
As already stated, the design of the user interface is a crucial
one for this application. Therefore, we envision a user input
device integrated in the clothing of the user, e.g., an arm-
mounted textile keyboard [13] and a wireless link of the key-
board to the belt computer. Such an interface has already
been designed for other applications such as aircraft cabin
operation [14] (see Figure 2). Due to the harsh environmen-
Figure 2: A textile keyboard for aircraft cabin op-
eration.
tal conditions, we plan two independent output devices for
information output and user feedback. A bluetooth head-
set device provides audible feedback for user input, and a
text-to-speech engine provides audible text output.
The second output device is a head-mounted display that
can be integrated into existing emergency response gear such
2As we assumed IP-based connectivity, ﬂexible
infrastructure-independent transport mechanisms such
as MobileIP [16] can be used to improve reliability over
multiple independent and redundant communication links.
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 3: The qbic belt-worn computer: (a) The belt
with CPU. (b) The head-mounted display. (c) Both
worn by the test person.
as ﬁreﬁghter helmets and masks (see Figure 3(b)). In appli-
cations where headgear is not commonly used, the output
can also be provided through a body-worn display device.
The application software driving the user interface is based
on the so-called WUI toolkit [22], which uses an abstract de-
scription to deﬁne user interface semantics independent of
the input and output devices used. The application code is
therefore independent of the devices available in a particular
instance of an implementation, i.e., with or without head-
mounted display. The WUI toolkit can also take context
information into account, such as the user’s current situa-
tion, in order to decide on which device and in what form
output and input are provided.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4: System diagrams: (a) test system based
on a GSM phone (b) full system design based on a
belt-worn wearable computer
3. MULTI AGENT SYSTEMS (MAS) FOR
URBAN SEARCH AND RESCUE (USAR)
SRMED-2006 33.1 Data integration
Generally, we assume that if communication is possible and
new GPS ﬁxes are available, the wearable device of a rescue
team continuously reports the team’s trajectory as a track
message to the command center. Additionally, the rescue
team might provide information for speciﬁc locations, as for
example, indicating the successful exploration of a building,
the detection of a victim, and the detection of a blocked
road, by sending a waypoint message.
Based on an initial road map and on the information on
road blockage and the autonomously collected data on tra-
jectories traveled by the agents, the current system builds
up a connectivity graph indicating the connectivity of loca-
tions. The connectivity graph between a single location and
all other locations is constructed by the Dijkstra algorithm.
The connectivity between two neighboring locations, i.e., the
weight of the corresponding edge in the graph, depends on
the true distance, the amount of blockage, the number of
crossings, and the number of other agents known to travel
on the same route. In the worst case, the graph can be cal-
culated in O(m + nlog (n)), where n is the number of loca-
tions and m the number of connections between them. The
knowledge of the connectivity between locations allows the
system to recommend “safe” routes to rescue teams and to
optimize their target selection. The sequence in Figure 5(a)
shows the continuous update of the connectivity graph for a
building within the simulated City of Foligno. Note that the
graph has to be revised if new information on the connectiv-
ity between two locations is available, e.g if a new blockage
has been detected or an old blockage has been removed.
The search for victims of many rescue teams can only be
coordinated eﬃciently if the rescue teams share information
on the exploration. We assume that rescue teams report
when they have ﬁnished to explore a building and when
they have found a victim, by transmitting the according
message to the command center. The command center uti-
lizes this information to distribute rescue teams eﬃciently
among unexplored and reachable locations. The sequence
in Figure 5(b) shows an agent’s increasing knowledge on the
exploration status of the map over time. Victims (indicated
by green dots) and explored buildings (indicated by white
color) are jointly reported by all agents. Regions that are
marked by a yellow border indicate exploration targets rec-
ommended by the command center to the agent.
3.2 Rescue sequence optimization
Time is a critical issue during a real rescue operation. If
ambulance teams arrive at an accident site, such as a car
accident on a highway, it is common practice to optimize
the rescue sequence heuristically, i.e., to estimate the chance
of survival for each victim and to rescue urgent cases ear-
liest. During a large-scale disaster, such as an earthquake,
the eﬃcient distribution of rescue teams is even more im-
portant since there are many more victims and usually an
insuﬃcient number of rescue teams. Furthermore, the time
needed for rescuing a group of victims might signiﬁcantly
vary, depending on the collapsed building structures trap-
ping the victims.
In RoboCupRescue, victims are simulated by the three vari-
ables damage, health and buridness, expressing an individ-
(a) (b)
Figure 5: Online data integration of information re-
ported by simulated agents: (a) The connectivity
between the blue building and other locations in-
creases over time due to removed blockades. White
colored locations are unreachable, red colored loca-
tions are reachable. The brighter the red color, the
better the location is reachable. (b) The agent’s
information on the explored roads and buildings
(green roads are known to be passable, green and
white buildings are known as explored). Regions
marked with a yellow border are exploration targets
recommended by the command center.
ual’s damage due to ﬁre or debris, the current health that
continuously decreases depending on damage, and the diﬃ-
culty of rescuing the victim, respectively. The challenge here
is to predict an upper bound on the time necessary to res-
cue a victim and a lower bound on the time the victim will
survive. In the simulation environment these predictions are
carried out based on classiﬁers which were induced by ma-
chine learning techniques from a large amount of simulation
runs. The time for rescuing civilians is approximated by a
linear regression based on the buridness of a civilian and the
number of ambulance teams that are dispatched to the res-
cue. Travel costs towards a target are directly taken from
the connectivity graph. Travel costs between two reachable
targets are estimated by continuously averaging costs expe-
rienced by the agents
3.
We assume that in a real scenario expert knowledge can
be acquired for giving rough estimates on these predictions,
i.e., rescue teams estimate whether the removal of debris
needs minutes or hours. Note that in a real disaster sit-
uation the system can sample the approximate travel time
between any two locations by analyzing the GPS trajectories
received from rescue teams in the ﬁeld. Moreover, the sys-
3Note that the consideration of speciﬁc travel costs between
targets would make the problem unnecessarily complex.
SRMED-2006 4tem can provide for diﬀerent means of transport, e.g., car or
by feet, the expected travel time between two locations. The
successful recognition of the means of transport from GPS
trajectories was already shown by Liao and colleagues [12].
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Figure 6: The number of civilian suvivors if applying
a greedy rescue strategy and a GA optimized rescue
strategy within simulated cities
If the time needed for rescuing civilians and the chance of
survival of civilians is roughly predictable, one can estimate
the overall number of survivors by summing up the necessary
time for each single rescue and by determining the overall
number of survivors within the total time. For each rescue
sequence S = ht1,t2,...,tni of n rescue targets, a utility U(S)
that is equal to the number of civilians that are expected to
survive is calculated. Unfortunately, an exhaustive search
over all n! possible rescue sequences is intractable. A good
heuristic solution is to sort the list of targets according to
the time necessary to reach and rescue them and to subse-
quently rescue targets from the top of the list. However, as
shown in Figure 6, this might lead to poor solutions. A bet-
ter method could be the so-called Hungarian Method [10],
which optimizes the costs for assigning n workers to m tasks
in O
`
mn
2´
. The method requires that the time needed un-
til a task is ﬁnished does not inﬂuence the overall outcome.
However, this is not the case for a rescue task, since a vic-
tim will die if rescued too late. Hence, we decided to uti-
lize a Genetic Algorithm [7] (GA) for the optimization of
sequences and to utilize it for continuously improving the
rescue sequence executed by the ambulance teams.
The GA is initialized with heuristic solutions, for example,
solutions that greedily prefer targets that can be rescued
within a short time or urgent targets that have only little
chance of survival. The ﬁtness function of solutions is set
equal to the sequence utility U(S). In order to guarantee
that solutions in the genetic pool are at least as good as the
heuristic solutions, the so-called elitism mechanism, which
forces the permanent existence of the best found solution in
the pool, has been used. Furthermore, we utilized a simple
one-point-crossover strategy, a uniform mutation probability
of p ≈ 1/n, and a population size of 10. Within each minute,
approximately 300,000 solutions can be calculated on a 1.0
GHz Pentium4 computer.
We tested the GA-based sequence optimization on diﬀerent
city maps in the simulation and compared the result with a
greedy strategy. As can be seen in Figure 6, in each of the
tested environments, sequence optimization improved the
performance of the rescue team. One important property
of our implementation is that it can be considered as an
anytime algorithm: The method provides at least a solution
that is as good as the greedy solution, but also a better one,
depending on the given amount of time.
4. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
The system has preliminary been tested by successively in-
tegrating data received from a test person. The test person
equipped with the test device described in Section 2 walked
several tracks within a district of the City of Bremen (see
Figure 7). During the experiment, the mobile device con-
tinuously transmitted the trajectory of the test person. Ad-
ditionally, the test person reported victim found waypoints
after having visual contact with a victim. Note that vic-
tim waypoints were selected arbitrarily, since fortunately no
victims were found in Bremen.
In order to integrate the data into the rescue system, the
received data, encoded by the extended GPX protocol that
represents location by latitude and longitude, has to be con-
verted into a grid-based representation. We utilized the Uni-
versal Transverse Mercator (UTM) [18] projection system,
which provides a zone for any location on the surface of the
Earth, whereas coordinates are described relatively to this
zone. By calibrating maps from the rescue system to the
point of origin of the UTM coordinate system, locations from
the GPS device can directly be mapped. In order to cope
with erroneous data, we decided to simply ignore outliers,
i.e. locations far from the track, that were detected based on
assumptions made on the test person’s maximal velocity. In
the next version of the system it is planned to detect outliers
based on the mahanalobis distance estimated by a Kalman
Filter, likewise as dead reckoning methods used in the con-
text of autonomous mobile robots. Figure 7(b) shows the
successive integration of the received data into the rescue
system and Figure 7(a) displays the same data plotted by
GoogleEarth. Note that GPX data can be directly processed
by GoogleEarth without any conversion.
5. CONCLUSION
We introduced the preliminary design of a wearable de-
vice which can be utilized for USAR. Furthermore we have
demonstrated a system which is generally capable of inte-
grating trajectories and observations from many of these
wearable devices into a consistent world model. As shown by
the results of the simulation, the consistent world model al-
lows the system to coordinate exploration by directing teams
to globally unexplored regions as well as to optimize their
plans based on the sampled connectivity of roads, and to
optimize the sequence of rescuing victims. The application
of this coordination also in real scenarios, i.e., to send the
road graph and mission commands back to the wearable de-
vices of real rescue teams in the ﬁeld, will be a part of future
work.
As we can see from our experiments, the accuracy of the
GPS locations suﬃces for mapping trajectories on a given
road graph. However, during a real disaster, a city’s infras-
tructure might change completely, i.e., former roads might
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Figure 7: Successive integration of data reported by a test person equipped with a wearable device. (a) The
real trajectory and observations of victims plotted with GoogleEarth (victims are labeled with “civFound”).
(b) The same data integrated into the rescue system (green roads are known to be passable, white buildings
are known as explored, and green dots indicate observed victims).
SRMED-2006 6be impassable or disappear at all, and people search for new
connections between places (e.g., oﬀ-road or even through
buildings). Therefore, it is necessary that the system is ca-
pable of learning new connections between places and to
modify the existing graph accordingly. Br¨ untrup and col-
leagues already studied the problem of map generation from
GPS traces [5]. Our future work will particularly deal with
the problem of learning from multiple noisy routes. We
will extend the existing rescue system with the capability of
adding new connections to the road graph and to augment
these connections with the estimated travel time, sampled
from the observed trajectories.
Furthermore we are investigating methods of visual odome-
try for estimating the trajectories of humans walking within
buildings, or more general, in situations where no GPS lo-
calization is possible. We are conﬁdent that this odometry
data together with partial GPS localization will suﬃce to
integrate an accurate map of the disaster area, including
routes leading through buildings and debris.
Finally, it would be interesting to compare the system with
conventional methods that are used in emergency response
nowadays. This could be achieved by comparing the ef-
ﬁciency of two groups of rescue teams exploring buildings
within an unknown area, whereas one group is coordinated
by conventional radio communication and the other group
by our system via wearable devices.
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A. COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL
<xsd:complexType name="RescueWaypoint">
<xsd:annotation><xsd:documentation>
This type describes an extension of GPX 1.1 waypoints.
Waypoints within the disaster area can be augmented
with additional information, such as observations of fires,
blockades and victims.
</xsd:documentation></xsd:annotation>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="Agent"
type="RescueAgent_t" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="Fire"
type="RescueFire_t" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xsd:element name="Blockade"
type="RescueBlockade_t" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xsd:element name="VictimSoundEvidence"
type="RescueVictimSoundEvidence_t" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xsd:element name="Victim"
type="RescueVictim_t" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xsd:element name="Exploration"
type="RescueExploration_t" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="RescueVictim_t">
<xsd:annotation><xsd:documentation>
This type describes information on a victim
relatively to the waypoint.
</xsd:documentation></xsd:annotation>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="VictimDescription"
type="xsd:string" "minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xsd:element name="VictimSurvivalTime"
type="xsd:integer" "minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xsd:element name="VictimRescueTime"
type="xsd:integer" "minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xsd:element name="VictimProximity"
type="Meters_t" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xsd:element name="VictimBearing"
type="Degree_t" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xsd:element name="VictimDepth"
type="Meters_t" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="RescueFire_t">
<xsd:annotation><xsd:documentation>
This type describes the observation of fire
relatively to the waypoint.
</xsd:documentation></xsd:annotation>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="FireDescription"
type="xsd:string" "minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xsd:element name="FireProximity"
type="Meters_t" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xsd:element name="FireBearing"
type="Degree_t" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="RescueBlockage_t">
<xsd:annotation><xsd:documentation>
This type describes detected road blockages
relatively to the waypoint.
</xsd:documentation></xsd:annotation>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="BlockageDescription"
type="xsd:string" "minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xsd:element name="BlockageProximity"
type="Meters_t" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xsd:element name="BlockageBearing"
type="Degree_t" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="RescueVictimSoundEvidence_t">
<xsd:annotation><xsd:documentation>
This type describes evidence on hearing a victim
relatively to the waypoint.
</xsd:documentation></xsd:annotation>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="VictimEvidenceRadius"
type="Meters_t" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="RescueExploration_t">
<xsd:annotation><xsd:documentation>
This type describes the area that has been exploration
around the waypoint.
</xsd:documentation></xsd:annotation>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="ExploredRadius"
type="Meters_t" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="RescueAgent_t">
<xsd:annotation><xsd:documentation>
This type describes the observant agent.
</xsd:documentation></xsd:annotation>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="AgentName"
type="xsd:string" "minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xsd:element name="AgentTeam"
type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:simpleType name="Meters_t">
<xsd:annotation><xsd:documentation>
This type contains a distance value measured in meters.
</xsd:documentation></xsd:annotation>
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:integer"/>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="Degree_t">
<xsd:annotation><xsd:documentation>
This type contains a bearing value measured in degree.
</xsd:documentation></xsd:annotation>
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:integer"/>
</xsd:simpleType>
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Abstract. ReboCupRescue Simulation System (RCR-SS) is useful for
the evaluation of the disaster mitigation strategies for in real world.
Based on RCR-SS, we propose a new simulation framework named “RoboCupRes-
cue Human-In-The-Loop Agent Simulation (RCR-HITLAS)”, in which
humans act agents with various roles. As humans are involved in simula-
tion, it is not required to make agents’ strategies be pre-programmed. We
can also measure the performance of user interface and decision support
system that humans use, as well as humans’ skills.
1 Introduction
ReboCupRescue Simulation System (RCR-SS) is useful for real-world disaster
mitigation systems. One example is found in DEFACTO Coordination System
[1], in which RCR-SS is used for the training of incident commanders in Los An-
gels Fire Department. RCR-SS is also useful for the evaluation of the strategies
in disaster mitigation. By comparing the results of the rescue simulations with
two diﬀerent sets of rescue agents, we can evaluate the rescue strategies, which
are built in these agents. However, in order to use this evaluation method, the
strategies must be explicit and need to be pre-programmed in the agents. For ex-
ample, in order to write a civilian program with realistic reactions, programmers
need to research and write explicit rules that reﬂect humans’ intensions[2].
We propose a new simulation framework named “RoboCupRescue Human-
In-The-Loop Agent Simulation (RCR-HITLAS)”, in which humans act agents
with various roles. As humans play a role in simulation, it is not required to make
agent strategies be hard-coded in agents. We can also measure the performance
of user interface for decision support systems, as well as humans’ skills.
Because there are several kinds of agents with diﬀerent roles in RCR-SS, the
following evaluation scenarios are possible.
1. Humans play Supervisors
In this scenario, humans are involved as supervisors of professional agents.
Examples of supervisors include commanders at ﬁre department (FD) and
captains of rescue team (RT). Supervisors decide the allocation of resource
necessary for disaster mitigations. As the decisions of supervisors come of
mitigation strategies, these strategies are evaluated.
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2. Humans play professional agents (PA)
Humans play professional agents (PA) such as ﬁre ﬁghters and rescue-team
members in this scenario. We can evaluate strategies of ﬁre ﬁghting at each
site by comparing the results of this scenario.
3. Humans play civilian
It is also possible for humans to join rescue simulations as civilian agents.
By acting civilian, we can evaluate strategies and procedures for evacuation.
Although all scenarios are expected to be useful for each purpose, we decide
to focus on the ﬁrst scenario for the ﬁrst step. This is because we are most
interested in optimal rescue strategies in all of disaster area. The viewpoint of
supervisors is suitable for the evaluation of global rescue strategies. It is also
expected that agent programmers can get idea how they should program by
acting supervisors by themselves.
2 Architecture of RCR-HITLAS
We designed RCR-HITLAS based on RCR-SS. Fig. 1 represents the architecture
of RCR-HITLAS.
In order to avoid the cost to rewrite programs,RCR-HITLAS is designed
to reuse as many components of RCR-SS as possible. We introduce one new
component named “Command Post” (CP) in the simulation framework. CP is
just work like normal agents except that it has user interface.
In order to make the simulation more realistic, the following rules are applied
for CP.
1. Limited communication channel
SRMED-2006 10CPs must communicate PAs through the kernel. Direct communications be-
tween CPs and PAs are not allowed. This rule is introduced because the
communication should be controlled by the kernel. CPs use a set of tell/hear
commands to communicate with PAs.
2. Standard commands to PA
We designed a set of commands for PA and CP as a standard in RCR-
HITLAS. With the standard, we can compare the performance of the of CP
by simply exchange them.
A list of command and report are shown in table 1. There are two kinds of
commands; common commands are for all kind of PAs, individual commands
are speciﬁc by agents’ role. Commands are sent to PA by using message
exchange mechanism via kernel. When the task is completed or failed, PAs
send a report to the CP.
3. Limited information source
In real world, it is very hard to collect disaster information. Therefore in-
formation is very limited even for the supervisors. On the other hands, in
RCR-SS, it is possible for humans to observe complete disaster information
with viewers, and which is not realistic. In order to model the information
collection of real world, CPs must get information by the following two meth-
ods; A) Acquire information by themselves using sensing commands, B) Ask
other PAs to report information they gather so far.
4. Variable Realtime-knob (RTK)
In RCR-SS, simulation speed is controlled by the kernel. In usual simulation,
one minutes in simulation takes one seconds in real time. We deﬁned this ra-
tio as Realtime-knob (RTK). i.e., RTK = (SimulationTime)/(RealworldTime)
RCR-SS uses RTK = 60. As it is often too fast for humans to make decision
at RTK = 60, we need to change RTK suitable for humans.
Table 1. List of Command and Report
Comm./Report Content Parameter Meaning
Command to PA Goto Location ID Request to go to ID
Command to PA Report Level of Details Request to report the status
Command to Fire
Fighters
Extinguish Location ID Request Fighters to extinguish
building
Command to Po-
lice Agents
Clear Road ID Request Police Agents to clear road
Command to
Rescue Agents
Rescue Location ID Request Rescue team to Search and
rescue
Report Report Re-
sponse
Time, Location, ID,
Status, etc
Send the status of PA
Report Task Com-
pleted
Time(t), Com-
mand(c)
Command(c) is completed at
Time(t)
Report Task Failed Time(t), Com-
mand(c), Reason(r)
Command(c) is failed at Time(t) by
Reason(r)
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3 Command Post as Human-In-The-Loop Agent
Figure 2 represents an example of architecture for CPs. As CPs is a kind of agent
which includes humans in the control loop, we call command post “Human-in-
the-loop agent” Human-in-the-loop agent consists of sub-modules describes the
following sub-sections.
3.1 Perception Module(PM)
In each simulation steps, the Rescue kernel distributes a piece of information
to all of agents. As humans cannot know complete information in real world,
the kernel select a part of information based on the humans’ perceptive model.
For example, when the range of the view is limited in 300m, the kernel selects
information within 300m radius from each agent and sends it to the agent.
Perception module is responsible to reconstruct the world-model based on the
information received from the kernel. All other modules use the model build by
perception module.
3.2 Command Handling Module (CHM)
A Command Handling Module (CHM) receives commands from user via a User
Interface Module. According to the standard, CHM composes a series of com-
mands to the PAs. The commands are sent to PAs via the kernel. CHM also
handles reports message from PAs.
3.3 User Interface Module (UIM)
User interface module (UIM) shows the world model to humans and is given
orders from humans. As the world model is based on geographical information,
UIM should display them graphically.
One example of UIM design is shown in section 4 in brief.
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Decision Support Module (DSM) generates additional information to support
supervisors. In many cases, the supervisors need to decide the allocation of rescue
resources (PAs). The following decision supports are possible.
1. Current Status of PAs
The most basic support function of DSM is to show the latest status of PAs
in action. For example, ﬁre ﬁghter [A] is now working at area [E]. The history
of activities of PAs also helps.
2. Priority of Incident
One of higher-level support function of DSM is a list of incidents with prior-
ity. For example, if two ﬁres at area [A] and [B] are reported, a ﬁre simulator
can calculate which area will receive more serious damage PAs with their
priority.
3. List of possible resource allocation plan with priority
DSM can calculate a list of possible resource allocation by estimating mini-
mum resource for each incident. For example, if a ﬁre is reported at area [A],
and ﬁre simulator estimates the ﬁre will spread to 5 buildings in 30 minutes,
DSM should recommend the allocation of 15 ﬁre ﬁghters for area [A]. DSM
should also choose 15 ﬁre ﬁghters available in 30 minutes from the agent list.
4. Results of sub-simulation with the PAs allocation plan
When supervisors need to decide the allocation of PAs’, it will be useful to
use sub-simulators (Simulator in simulator). With a Sub-simulator, DSM can
calculate the results of a certain resource allocation. With a bunch of sub-
simulators, DSM can show the best resource allocation plan and supervisors
can choose among them.
Much more support functions are possible for diﬀerent kinds of tasks. There-
fore, it is better to make DSM exchangeable.
4 Implementations of RCR-HITLAS
We implement the following components as a prototype of RCR-HITLAS.
1. Command Post (CP)
We built a prototype system of CP, named DICE. DICE is designed based
on logViewer[3]. A screen image of DICE is shown as Fig. 3.
There are three panes in the screen. Top left pane is for a global view to
look whole city at a glance. Top right pane is for local view to check PAs in
details. Bottom left pane is a list of agents, in which humans select a agent
and send commands to with command buttons in the bottom of the pane.
2. Professional Agents (PA)
A set of PA are implemented by Takai et al. in [4], which is based on YabAI
[5]. YabAI is selected because of performance and popularity.
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5 Conclusions and Future Works
We proposed a new simulation framework for RCR-SS. We described architecture
and protocol for RCR-HITLAS. A Design and implementation of a prototype
system is shown.
We are planning to extend RCR-HITLAS for collaboration. In the collabora-
tion framework, more than one human join in a simulation scenario with multiple
CP and the humans collaborate each other in the scenario.
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It is important to prepare measures against disaster beforehand from the
view point of disaster mitigation. For an approach to this, we are involved in the
development of the Integrated Disaster Simulation System(IDSS)[1] that realizes
a large-scale multi agent simulation using a parallel distributed processing. We
have performed some simulations using IDSS to compare the relation between
civilians' behavior pattern and evacuation eciency.
In our experiment, we assume the situation that all civilians go to the refuge
just after warning in the urban areas that the area is about 300m400m There
are two types of civilian; 1) He knows where the refuge is. 2) He doesn't know
where the refuge is. And, we introduced three parameters to control the civilians'
behavior: 1) P1: Probability that a civilian knows the refuge, 2) P2: Probability
that a civilian who doesn't know refuge follows to others. 3) P3: Probability that
a civilian who knows the refuge waits for others. We performed three simulations
as follows.
First, we xed P2 and P3 to 0.5 and 0.0 respectively, and changed only P1.
In this setting, when the number of civilians that know the refuge increases, the
number of civilians that reach the refuge increases linearly. This result shows
that the change of P1 hardly inuences the evacuation eciency.
Second, we xed P1 and P3 to 0.5 and 0.0 respectively, and changed only
P2. In this setting, not only the increase of the evacuation eciency is not seen,
but alse the decrease of the evacuation eciency is seen because of the decrease
of the random walk when P2 is increased. On the other hand, if civilians can
distinguish the type of civilian, the eciency is improved greatly. This results
show that the whole evacuation eciencye may be improved if civilians disclose
information that they have.
Last, we xed P1 and P2 to 0.5 and 0.5 respectively, and changed only P3ɽ
As a result, a behavior of waiting for others did not inuence the evacuation
eciency so much.
Our simulation examples show that civilians should follow the civilian that
knows the refuge but information who knows the refuge must be disclosed. We
can say that, in order to improve the evacuation eciency, the interaction such
as the information exchange is needed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Urban Search And Rescue is envisioned to be one of
the major driving forces for robotics research as well as
commercial applications. A huge basin of potential users, high
social impact, and a rich set of challenging unsolved research
problems are key features of this rapidly growing ﬁeld. Two
of the most urgent issues to be addressed within USAR are
autonomy and cooperation. Promptness of response is a must
when locating victims. Therefore the use of multiple robotic
vehicles is the obvious way to go in order to speed up the
search process. However, it is unrealistic to think that each of
these platforms will be remotely controlled by a human oper-
ator. The vision, instead, is to have multiple robots operating
mainly autonomously and actively exchanging information.
We therefore see cooperation and autonomy as two highly
coupled topics.
Our efforts within the newly established Virtual Robots com-
petition has been to develop a fully autonomous team of
agents that cooperatively explores and maps an unknown
virtual environment. We are aware that this is only a subset
of the possible tasks that can be explored within USARSim,
i.e. the underlying software infrastructure, but we think this
is the basic starting point towards the development of more
sophisticated systems in the future.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Each robot is controlled by the simple architecture depicted
in ﬁgure 1. Perception and action are the only two modules
that actually interact with sensors and actuators respectively.
Fig. 1. Modules controlling a single robot
The core of the system is given by the modules mapping
and localization, and create potential function. The ﬁrst one
embeds a freely available implementation of a very efﬁcient
SLAM algorithm [1]. The second one creates a potential
function with a single local minima at a desired location that
is then used by the Move to module in order to ﬁnd our where
to go. The target point is set to detected victims’ locations
or other interesting points generated with the frontier based
algorithm [2].
The cooperative part of the system is still under development,
but mainly reduces to map merging when two robots approach
and recognize each other.
III. LESSON LEARNED
One of the unarguable advantages of robot simulators is
the possibility to run multiple extensive and easy to setup
experiments to quickly identify strengths and weaknesses of
algorithms under development. USARSim is the ideal robot
simulator. Its close relationship to reality allows to attack
problems like cooperation between teams of robots even when
the needed hardware is not available. Its open source nature
calls for and has seen the active contribution of different
research groups located all around the world. Models of many
different commercial and research robot platforms have been
spontaneously donated to the community and we were offered
the possibility to practice many different platforms. With
minimal efforts we have successfully integrated software com-
ponents originally developed for real world robotics platforms
and made freely available. We in fact envision that, coherently
with the spirit of the RobocupRescue Simulation League, one
of the main advantages of the Virtual Robots competition is
the lowering of entry barrier for new comers through a free
distribution of fully functioning robot control software.
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CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE PLANS
The USARSim framework provides a comprehensive set of
open source tools for the development and evaluation of au-
tonomous agent systems. Urban Search and Rescue Simulation
(USARSim) [1][2] is based on the Unreal Tournament game
engine and provides realistic environments and embodiment
for agents. The environments are full three dimensional worlds
that have photo-realistic textures and objects. Embodiment is
aided by the Karma physics engine that allows for physics-
based interactions with objects in the environment. USARSim
also supports a variety of sensor models including a Sick
LMS laser scanner, video camera, encoders, inertial navigation
sensors, and a RFID tag sensor. All of the sensors are
capable of having noise models added to their outputs. For
the specialized world of urban search and rescue, acoustic and
motion detectors are provided to aid in the location of victims.
USARSim enjoys signiﬁcant popularity and a lower entry
threshold in part due to the adopted open source philosophy.
Different research groups around the world have generously
donated robot models, sensor models, and environments and
have provided quick ﬁxes when bugs were detected.
The RoboCup Rescue Virtual Competition is the third com-
petition running under the RobocupRescue Simulation League
umbrella. It utilizes the USARSim framework to provide a
development, testing, and competition environment that is
based on the physical arenas. It is envisioned that researchers
will utilize this framework to perfect algorithms in the areas
of:
1) Autonomous multi-robot control
2) Human, multi-robot interfaces
3) True 3D mapping and exploration of environments by
multi-robot teams
4) Development of novel mobility modes for obstacle
traversal
5) Practice and development for real robots that will com-
pete in the physical league
In our view, the Virtual Robots competition should serve
the following goals [3][4]:
• provide a meeting point between the different research
communities involved in the RobocupRescue Simulation
league and the RobocupRescue Robot league. The two
communities are attacking the same problem from the
opposite ends and are currently far from reaching each
other. The Virtual Competition offers close connections to
the Robot league, as well as more challenging scenarios
for multi-agents research
• lower enter barriers for new comers. The development of
a complete system performing search and rescue tasks
can be overwhelming. The possibility to test and develop
control systems using platforms and modules developed
by others makes the startup phase easier. With this goal in
mind, we fully support the open source strategy already
embraced in the other competitions in the RobocupRes-
cue Simulation league
• let people concentrate on what they can do better. Strictly
connected to the former point, the free sharing of virtual
robots, sensors, and control software allow people to
focus on certain aspects of the problem (victim detection,
cooperation, mapping, etc), without the need to acquire
expensive resources or develop complete systems from
scratch.
In the near future it is our intention to extend USARSim
to get an even closer connection to reality, in order to make
possible a seamless migration of code between real and
simulated worlds with known and bounded differences. In par-
ticular, the advent of new hardware that performs accelerated
physics simulation opens the doors to a new universe of yet
unthinkable realism. It will be possible to perform accurate
simulation of legged and tracked vehicles, complex vehicle-
environment interactions, grasping, and more. Also in response
to requests coming from researchers outside the Ropocup
community, it is our intention to add completely new classes
of robots, like ﬂying or swimming robots.
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Abstract—USARSIM is a worldwide used robot simulator
deployed in Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) and in the
context of the RoboCup Rescue Real Robot contest. This paper
describes the USARSIM simulator for KURT2 and Kurt3D robot
platforms, which we are using in both education and research.
As it simulates on the device level, a seamless integration of real
robot control software with the simulations becomes possible. We
evaluate the performance for simulating laser range scans and
the camera system. In addition, we show a simulation of the
rescue robots.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robotics is a complex area of scientiﬁc research
and education dealing with advanced technologies. Knowledge
and experiences of developing intelligent systems include the
domains electronics, mechatronics, computer hardware and
software. Furthermore mobile robotics projects are tied with
large investments. Realistic simulations and fast prototyping
for developing mobile systems help to reduce the amount of
time and to minimize the costs for hardware developments. In
addition, simulations offer the possibility to concentrate faster
on the interesting aspects of developing algorithms. Scientiﬁc
education and research beneﬁt from realistic, technically ma-
ture, and well-engineered simulators.
State of the art computer games are cost effective, due
to the development for the mass consumer market. As an
available free prerequisite, many students are already familiar
with computer games and are extraordinarily motivated to
go into more detail. Ego shooters simulate agents in a 3D
environments and contain a physics simulation [8].
Application of the simulator USARSIM is the area of rescue
robotics. Software of rescue robots covers artiﬁcial intelli-
gence, knowledge representation and fast control algorithm
design. RoboCup is a test and demonstration scenario for
evaluating robots and their software.
The paper is organized as follows: First we introduce
RoboCup Rescue and USARSIM, followed by a description of
how to simulate environments and the Kurt2 robot platform,
including a presentation of our USARSIM system architecture.
Simulation performance and results conclude.
II. ROBOCUP, ROBOCUP RESCUE AND USARSIM
RoboCup is an international joint project to promote AI,
robotics and related ﬁelds. It is an attempt to foster AI and
intelligent robotics research by providing standard problems
where a wide range of technologies can be integrated and
examined. Though not as well-known as the RoboCup Soccer
leagues, the Rescue league with its serious real-life back-
ground got more and more attention lately. The idea is to
develop mobile robots that are able to operate in earthquake,
ﬁre, explosive and chemical disaster areas, helping human
rescue workers to do their jobs. A fundamental task for rescue
robots is to ﬁnd and report injured persons. To this end, they
need to explore and map the disaster site and inspect potential
victims and suspicious objects. Current real deployed rescue
robots have only limited usage and are mainly designed for
searching for victims and paths through rubble that would be
quicker to excavate, for structural inspection and for detection
of hazardous material [3]. These robots are designed to go a bit
deeper than traditional search equipment, i.e, cameras mounted
on poles [3]. The RoboCup Rescue Contest aims at evaluating
new rescue robot technology to speed up the development of
working rescue and exploration systems.
In RoboCup Rescue, robots compete in ﬁnding as many
“victims” (manikins) as possible, within a limited time, in a
given, previously unknown arena, and reporting their life signs,
Fig. 1. Rescue arenas at RoboCup 2004, Lisbon. Top row: Orange and red
area. Bottom left: Operator station. Bottom right: Example of a victim in a
yellow area.
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be generated during exploration. The idea is that, in a real-
life application, this map would help humans to decide where
to send rescue parties. The arena consists of three subareas
(yellow, orange, red) that differ in the degree of destruction,
and therefore in the difﬁculty of traversal. In the “earthquake
phase” between competition runs, the areas get completely
rearranged, including the distribution of the victims. Fig. 1
shows some examples.
The robots in RoboCup Rescue are remotely controlled or
surveyed by one or more operators. The operator has no direct
view of the arena, only transmitted robot sensor data may be
used for control. The degree of autonomy or telecontrol in the
robots is at the team’s discretion.
Scoring is based on an evaluation function that is modi-
ﬁed between the competitions. This function incorporates the
number of operators (the fewer the better), the map quality,
the quality of the victim localization, the acquired information
about the victim state, situation and tag, the degree of difﬁculty
of the area, but also penalizes area bumping and victim
bumping.
USARSIM is a simulation of robots and scenarios for
disaster and rescue robotics. It was developed by M. Lewis
and J. Wang [8] to match the physical test scenarios of the
American National Institute of Standards (NIST) [1], [2]. The
focus of the development was the evaluation of man–robot
interaction as well as research of cooperative robots [6], [7].
Sophisticated robot simulation in USARSIM is based on
a game engine that stems from the computer game Unreal
Tournament 2003 or 2004. Due to using a game engine, the
simulator shows the excellent graphics and physic simulation
of a commercial software product. Since games are produced
for a mass market, the costs are low: About $15 for a license.
Unreal Tournament is a multiplayer ego shooter for Win-
dows, Linux and MacOS. The graphics is outstanding, as
expected from a commercial product. The Unreal-environment
includes a script language that offers developers the possibility
to create objects and to control their behavior. The Unreal-
editor that comes with the game and the open source program
Blender were used to develop environments and models of
robot platforms.
Multiplayer ego shooters realize a client server architecture
where every player is a client, connecting to the game server.
The fast rendering of the scene graphic is done by the client.
The server coordinates the players and is responsible for
their interaction. The communication protocol is proprietary.
However, the software Gamebots modiﬁes Unreal Tournament
such that agents can be controlled using an open TCP/IP
interface. This interface provides sensor information to the
agent control program.
Physical simulation in Unreal Tournament is done by the
Karma Physics Engine. Karma processes ridged body move-
ments and allows to simulate motors, wheels, springs, hinges
and joints. From these base modules, complicated objects are
built through compounding. The compound object comply to
the physics in simulation.
III. SIMULATION OF RESCUE ROBOTS
A. Environment Simulation
USARSIM provides Unreal maps for all three RoboCup
arenas. Fig. 2 shows a photo and an Unreal rendering of the
orange and yellow arena. Using the Unreal editor, arbitrary
scenes can be created. Fig. 3 shows a photo of our ofﬁce
corridor and the corresponding Unreal scene.
B. KURT2
KURT2 (Fig. 3, right) is a mobile robot platform with a
size of 45 cm (length) × 33 cm (width) × 26 cm (height)
and a weight of 15.6 kg. The core of the robot is a Centrino-
1400 MHz with 256 MB RAM running Linux. An embedded
16-Bit CMOS microcontroller is used to control the motor.
The robot is equipped with a 2D laser range ﬁnder, a
Logitech web cam, including a pan and tilt unit, as well as a
Fig. 2. Real and simulated rescue arenas. Top: Orange arena real and
simulated. Bottom: Red arena real and simulated. Taken from [8].
Fig. 3. Top: AVZ building Osnabr¨ uck and KURT2 real. Bottom: Build-
ing and KURT2 in simulation. More material available at http://kos.
informatik.uos.de/download/UOSSim/index.html.
SRMED-2006 19one-axis (horizontal) gyro and seven infrared sensors.
Simulation of KURT2 robots: For the simulation of the
robot, a model of the hardware as well as a control software
are needed. For the model, a mesh of the robot has to be
generated, which is done using the Unreal editor and Blender.
Fig. 3 (right) shows the real and the simulated robot. As for the
control software, we extended the exiting software for the real
robots with interfaces to access either the actual hardware or
the corresponding components of the simulation software. This
way, only small changes to the software were necessary, and
any future improvements are beneﬁcial for both applications,
real world and simulated. The following code fragment shows
an example of retrieving laser range data, either from a real
SICK scanner or its simulated counterpart.
#ifdef USARSIM
res = sim_client.SICK_read(fd_RS422,
buf, 255);
#else
res = read(fd_RS422, buf, 1);
#endif
Currently the following components are simulated:
• A motor that drives the robot. Pulse width modulated
signals are simulated.
• Odometry determining wheel revolutions in ticks.
• A laser scanner yielding 181 distance values of one slice
of the environment in front of the robot.
• A gyro that estimates the current heading of the robot.
• A camera that provides images of the environment.
The camera device drivers are fed from a camera server,
that in turn is fed by a snapshot of an Unreal spectator client.
Fig. 5 (left) sketches the software structure and the data ﬂow.
For fast simulation four computers form a cluster:
1) One computer is needed as Unreal server. The server
simulates all robot sensors, except cameras.
2) The cameras are simulated on a second computer, run-
ning a small program that captures pictures from an
Unreal spectator window.
3) The control loop of the KURT2 robot runs on a third
computer, instead of the robot’s notebook. Usually, the
loop retrieves motor signals with 100 Hz and laser range
scans with 75 Hz.
4) The user interface for driving the robot runs again on
a separate computer. This computer is connected to the
previous one, i.e., to the computer running the robot
control loop. There are no direct connections to Unreal.
The right part of Fig. 5 shows the 4-PC simulation of
KURT2. Fig. 6 shows the user interface of KURT2. The shown
data is transmitted from the control loop of the robot.
C. Kurt3D
Kurt3D (Fig. 4, left) extends the KURT2 robot by a 3D laser
range ﬁnder, i.e., the SICK 2D scanner is mounted on a tiltable
unit, rotating the scanner by its horizontal axis. Furthermore,
Kurt3D is equipped with two cameras, mounted on selfmade
Fig. 4. Left: Real Kurt3D robot. Right: Simulated Kurt3D.
pan and tiltable units on both sides of the scanner. The robot’s
height increases to 47 cm, its weight to 22.6 kg.
In addition, the control software is extended by a 3D
environment mapping system, i.e., 6D SLAM (simultaneous
localization and mapping) [4]. This system always yields a
precise pose estimate in all six degrees of freedom (x, y,
z position; pitch, roll and yaw angle), enabling the robot to
create accurate three dimensional maps.
Simulation of Kurt3D robots: The simulation of the Kurt3D
robot is done according to section III-B. In the simulation, the
scanner is attached to a tilting unit, yielding 3D scans. Thus,
the simulation is done in the same way as in reality.
The USARSIM 3D scanner model is not used, due to its
unavailability in mobile robotics.
IV. RESULTS
A. Simulation Performance
Our simulation has been tested on a PC cluster, consisting of
four 3.0 GHz Pentium-IV computer, running Linux OS. Tab. I
shows the performance of the system. To achieve a seamless
integration of simulation and real robot control software we
rewrote Kurt’s control software to handle all devices in a non-
blocking fashion. The control loop runs as fast as possible and
whenever new device data is present, the data gets processed.
Standard Linux device drivers are used to buffer and hold back
data.
The simulated 3D scanner needs 61 sec for acquiring a
3D scan of 181 × 120 3D data points. This result is due
to the fact that setting the servo motor values in Unreal is not
instantaneous.
B. Simulated 3D mapping
We have tested our 3D environment mapping system [4]
in the simulated AVZ building and in the USARSIM yellow
arena as provided by NIST. Fig 7 shows images of the arena
vs. simulated depth data. Fig. 9. presents the result of an octree
representation (top right) and a marching cubes algorithm
(bottom right) that extracts 3D meshes reliably from the data
points and vectorizes the data.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The presented work introduces a simulation of KURT2
robots using USARSIM. The simulation is based on the com-
puter game Unreal Tournament 2004. Excellent 3D graphic
SRMED-2006 20Fig. 5. Left: The software architecture for simulating KURT2 robots. The arrows show the data ﬂow, lines represent TCP/IP connections, double lines are
created, when programs are linked and dashed lines are generated, when data ﬁles are read. Right: Four computers are necessary for a fast KURT2 simulation.
The lines represent TCP/IP connections and the arrows the data ﬂow.
TABLE I
COMPUTING TIME OF THE DEVICES (PENTIUM-IV-3000) USING DIFFERENT SIMULATED ROBOCUP RESCUE ARENAS. FOR COMPARISON: THE REAL
KURT2 YIELDS ENCODER TICKS WITH A FREQUENCY OF 100 HZ, LASER SCANS WITH 75 HZ AND CAMERA IMAGES WITH ABOUT 10 FPS.
Kurt3D device computing time (4 PC cluster) computing time (single computer)
scanner (181 values) 50ms 200ms
gyro (INU sensor) 50ms 200ms
encoder sensor 50ms 100ms
camera 400ms 400ms
Fig. 7. Left: Rendered images from the AVZ building. Right: Simulated 3D
scan.
and physical simulation make a seamless integration in al-
ready existing robot control architectures possible. We have
strictly followed the principle for simulating device drivers,
resulting in the need for four standard PCs for simulation,
where two computers are used for the robot and interface
software, respectively. We provide a truly realistic simulation
environment for beta-testing our real robots, and experiment
with new control software or simulations of sensors that you
don’t have yet physically. This is the goal towards which we
have worked, given that we keep participating in the Real
Robot league (Kurt3D in 2004 [4]; Deutschland1 in 2005 [5]).
Unfortunately, these results cannot be used in the RoboCup
Rescue Virtual Robots league. We started to join USARSIM
community with our original Kurt3D software, into which the
simulator is integrated. Kurt3D’s software development has
lasted for 6 years, and is jointly developed with the Fraunhofer
Institute AIS and with RTS, University of Hannover. The
software underlies regulations and cannot be made available
to the public, as it is demanded in the current rules. However,
parts of it, namely the complete Unreal parts as well as the
interface to our robot are available on our website.
Moreover, we believe that the Rescue Virtual Robots league
should focus on the seamless integration of real robot control
SRMED-2006 21Fig. 6. The user interface for driving Kurt3D robots. The laser range data and the camera data originates from simulation.
software with the simulator. It does not make sense to develop
programs just for driving a robot in an Unreal environment,
without have the link to real robots.
Needless to say, a lot of work remains to be done. In future
work, we plan
• to integrate simulations of the RTS Scandrive [5] and the
FLIR infrared camera into our system,
• to enhance realism of the laser scanner. So called salt and
pepper noise will be added to the simulation to generate
jump edge outliers as in real scans, and
• to improve the simulation of the gyro in order to yield a
drift similar to the real sensor.
In addition, we plan to use USARSIM in projects dealing with
service robotics.
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Abstract—A simulation method of ﬂuid in comprehensive
rescue simulation system is proposed. The idea of compre-
hensive simulation system provides a methodology that can
handle disasters and actions that people do in disaster areas.
RSS system has been dealing with rescue agents, civilians and
environments around them such as buildings, roads. They are
solid objects Fluid objects such as smoke and water are key
components in disaster situation, however they are difﬁcult
to merge ﬂuid objects and solid ones. A ﬂood simulation and
ﬂuid object representation is implemented in IDSS and the
simulation results are veriﬁed with real heavy rainfall disaster
data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Disasters have been suffering and will suffer us. Form
2003 to 2006, ve earthquakes with more 1,000 deaths were
reported. Among them, there was the tsunami caused by
earthquake at Northern Sumatra.
We have joined RoboCup Rescue Simulation (RSS)
project that aims to develop a comprehensive disaster rescue
simulation systems [5]. RSS system can combine various
disaster simulations, such as re spread, building collapse,
rescue operations, evacuation behavior, etc. Some of them
occur simultaneously at earthquakes and present them as
coherent scenes.
The idea of comprehensive simulation system provides
a methodology that can handle disasters and actions that
people do in disaster areas. Table I shows disasters and
disaster simulations that are required to be implemented.
From the table, component simulators are common to
different disasters. They are from earthquakes, typhoon
such as Hurricane Katrina at 2005 September to man made
disasters. RSS system has been dealing with solid objects
such as rescue agents, civilians and environments around
them such as buildings, roads. Fluid objects such as smoke
and water, are also key components in disaster situation.
Smoke not only decreases human sensing abilities but also
suffocates. Earthquakes also cause tsunami and ood owing
to collapse of banks.
In this paper, we propose a simulation method for uid in
comprehensive rescue simulation system. There are several
models corresponding to the causes, such as dam ood,
river overow, tsunami, etc. [1][11][3]. With respect of
tsunami, Katada et al. developed Tsunami Disaster Scenario
Simulator and made hazard model to forecast the human
loss [2]. Flood simulator in urban area has other properties.
Downpours rainfall swells a river and leads to overow.
And when downpours rainfall is over the capability of urban
drainage systems, the rainwater ows back to low places
through manholes. The ood in urban ow into under stairs
and underground mall and may take a toll.
Requirements for ood simulation and our model are
presented in the next section. The third section describes
its implementation on IDSS (Integrated earthquake Disaster
Simulation System) [6]. Experiment results for Tokai heavy
rainfall and future research themes are discussed in the nal
section.
II. REQUIREMENTS AND PROPOSED MODEL FOR FLOOD
SIMULATION
A. Flood features and requirements
Followings are features of ood and requirements for
ood simulators:
 Water does not choose places. We cannot predict
where collapses of embankment caused by earthquakes
or downpours will occur and water ows into lower
levels. At any given place, ood simulation should be
done without any special preparation.
 Flood or smoke spreads faster and wider than re
spreads. Water spread fast, it requires short time steps
of simulation. Fluid ows according to natural laws.
The calculations of ow require altitude data and
boundary conditions. The conditions are three dimen-
sion data of surrounding buildings.
 Flood wall & rewall and drainage & re pumps are
effective to save loves. Human activities using such
tools should be incorporated into ood simulations.
And ood has an effect on re spread and collapse
buildings that may injure people inside.
 At ood, people evacuate to higher places. High build-
ings work as refuges from ood. On the other hand,
underground malls become dangerous places where
people nd difcult to evacuate from. These facilities
are important features to simulate human evacuation
and rescue actions.
We assume followings are minimum requirement of ood
simulation, (1) simulation of ood's spread at any place,
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DISASTERS, NECESSARY SIMULATION COMPONENTS AND PURPOSES
components usage
disasters simulators data items to be evaluated time to used
natural earthquake re GIS human lives before disaster
tsunami *smoke *analysis
typhoon collapse facilities damages after disaster
ood *building, mudslide * public property *planning
man-made terror human activity life lines * private property
*trafcs
*evacuation
Fig. 1. Water objects and building object in grid
(2) handling human rescue operation such as setting ood
wall, (3) representing evacuation to higher oors and (4)
integration ood into comprehensive simulation system.
B. Flood simulation model & ﬂuid object presentation
We use a diffusion equation model.
@w
@t
= S + f
@2w
@x2 +
@2w
@y2 g (1)
where w is a quantity that involves water level and at time t.
 is a diffusion coefcient and S is a parameter indicating
that there are sources or sinks of water. In simulation, area
is divided in grids and water property at every gridi;j. wi;j
is water property there and is calculated with difference
equation derived from eq. (1).
@wi;j
@t
= 

@2wi;j
@x2 +
@2wi;j
@y2

+ Si;j (2)
Reasons that we adapted the diffusion equation model
are followings.
 The above equation is valid when water spreads on a
at oor. Regarding w(i;j) as a sum of elevation and
water level at position (i;j), it can handle water ows
down easily. In our implementation, building objects
are over cells and its height are treated as a portion of
w just as level of land. However, only water part in w
is moved to neighbors.
 Positive Ss corresponds to rainfall or embankments of
river and the places with negative values correspond
to positions of discharge pump stations or sewerage
manholes.
Fig. 2. Flood simulation model
C. Representation of boundary
The size of grid is set to represent buildings and roads
that are over them(Fig.1). Blue cells (front ve cells) show
that their water objects have water component of property
w whose values are greater than zero, while they are zero at
other cells. Two high cells at the back row show a building
object. Their w values that are added with building's height
are more than other cells, so water cannot enter into these
buildings. When they have ood, water ows to low places
and does not come into buildings.
Fig. 2 (a) shows that the neighbors have the same water
level. While water remains there at the left case, water ows
to the right cell in the right case. Fig. 2 (b) shows that
variations of w(i;j) from time = t to time = t + 1 are
limited to the portions of water levels, since the land portion
of w does not move.
Our proposed method makes easier to set and calculate
boundary conditions in other ood simulation methods
such as CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) and possible
to calculate damages from ood above oor levels. And
satises the rst two of minimum requirements.
1) Given GIS data (ie. Altitude data of wij), it can
calculate ood's spread,
2) human rescue operation such as setting ood walls
can be represented by setting Ss,
III. FLOOD SIMULATION USING IDSS
We implemented ood simulator as a component sim-
ulator of IDSS (Integrated earthquake Disaster Simulation
SRMED-2006 25System) [6]. IDSS has been designed to simulate disaster
and rescue operation with ner resolution over bigger than
RSS system.
A. Distributed simulation of IDSS
IDSS combines a space-time geographical information
database, component simulators and real-world interfaces
such as sensors and robots. One of IDSS features is that
it supports scalability of a simulated world by distributing
computation [7].
In the IDSS, a simulated area can be divided into
small regions where distributed kernels are responsible for
local simulations respectively (Fig. 3). Local component
simulators are connected to the distributed kernels. The
kernels controls simulation process as follows;
1) control of SSTD (shared space-time data) read &
write requests from component simulators,
2) control of simulation clock,
3) exchange of simulation results with neighbor kernels,
4) communication with a master kernel that controls
whole simulation.
B. API for component simulators
IDSS provides S-API (Simulator Module Application
Program Interface) for component simulator developers.
Using S-API, the component simulator developers can do
distributed computation. The procedures are followings;
1) read current world status that can be viewed from
SSTD,
2) do simulation over an assigned region,
3) write results of simulation back to SSTD,
4) wait until the next simulation cycle.
Fig. 3 shows how ood ows from region 1 to region 2.
Water spreads in region 1 at rst. Flood simulator in charge
of the region 1 simulates it and water ows into the overlap
region. Via SSTD, ood simulator in charge of the region 2
reads the ws in the overlap region and simulates the spread
of ood in region2.
C. Generation of simulated area from GIS data
For ood simulations, geographical data, such as rivers,
coasts, roads and crossings are necessary and also are
required to be represented as three dimension data. GIS data
are provided as free data from various organizations [9]. In
Japan, GSI national surveying and mapping organization
puts digital maps of Japan on the Internet in XML form.
To do experiments, following steps are done to compensate
data from GSI provided one.
 Building information is also essential data for ood
simulation. They provide refugees in urban areas and
boundary conditions for ood spread. However, they
are privately owned properties and are not included in
the XML form except public buildings. In our experi-
ments, building data are automatically generated[10].
 Altitude data corresponding to grid size are interpo-
lated from provided resolution (Fig4).
(a) computation and data exchange
(b) time sequence of ood spread
Fig. 3. Distributed simulation using IDSS and an example
Fig. 4. Generated altitude data for Tenpaku
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TABLE II
CHANGE OF WATER HIGHT (RAINFALL WITH MAX. RAINFALL S = 0:00258
)
elaspe time
water 4 8 12 16 20 24
0.1m < 23.6% 22.0% 21.0% 20.4% 20.1% 19.8%
0.1m =< and < 0.5m 55.5% 19.5% 17.0% 15.6% 14.7% 13.9%
0.5m =< and < 1m 15.7% 34.4% 6.5% 5.3% 4.9% 4.6%
1m < 5.2% 24.1% 55.5% 58.6% 60.3% 61.7% x
Fig. 5. Damages at Tokai Heavy rainfall
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We take the heavy rainfall disaster at Tokai (around
Nagoya City) on Sep. 11, 2000 as test areas [8].(Fig. 5)
Followings are simulations condition and Fig. 6 show re-
sults of simulation. A PC (Pentium 4 (3GHz), 2GBmemory)
is used and simulation time is 674[sec].
1) Tenpaku and Nonami area was one of the
most damaged areas. We select Tenpaku ward
(5.6km7.4km). The area is divided into 75  100
grids.
2) The simulation period is set one day from Sep. 11 to
12, and 100 seconds are set as one time step. This
time step and grid size restrict water spread speed is
less than 0.7 m=s.
3) Records of rainfall per hour are publicly open. For
example, the maximum rainfall per hour from Sep.
11 to 12 was 93mm 1. They are converted in Sij by
1The average monthly rainfall at August is 145mm and the rainfalls at
headwater area were reported more than Tenpaku area.
dividing with area and multiplying simulation step.
The converted value is S=0.00258 for the maximum
rainfall per hour 93mm.
4) Powers of drainage pumps are also open data. The
powers are 18m3=s (converted values is S=-0.326.)
There are two pumps in this area. We set them at
locations - (50,25) and (50,50). [12]
A. veriﬁcation for results
1) Experiment 1: Table II shows simulations results that
rain continues to fall constantly with max rainfall for a day.
This setting is more rainfall than real situation. The right
bottom value in the table shows that there are water over
1m height at 61.7% of grids after 24 hours. Dark parts
in Fig. 7 show ooded area at Tenpaku. The ratio of real
ooded area is about 20 %. The simulation ratio is more
than the real one.
2) Experiment 2: The upper part of Fig. 8 shows ob-
served rain fall. A solid line in lower part shows changes
of water height at one grid when rain continues to fall
with average rainfall. A dashed line corresponds to changes
when rainfall like observed hour rainfall. Around 17 hours
(600 time steps) when the rain fell heavily, the water level
increases rapidly Table III shows the ratios of ooded area
simulated with average rainfall and hour rainfall. They are
21.2 % and 24.4 % and become near to real values. Fig.
8 shows changes of water height with average rainfall and
with hour rainfall.
3) Experiment 3: It is desired to rescue efciently under
limited resources. Setting drainage pumps is one of rescue
operations against ood. The lower row in Table III shows
simulation results when the pumps are set at lower locations
than positions at experiments 2. The ratios decrease about
SRMED-2006 270.2%, 0.4% for average rainfall and hour rainfall cases
respectively.
These experiments show that the ood simulation reect
real disasters.
Fig. 7. Spred of ood at Tenpaku ward.
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Fig. 8. Hour rainfall changes (up) and simulated water hight(down)
TABLE III
RATIOS OF FLOOD AREA VS. POSITION OF PUMPS
pump positions day average hour rainfall
Ex. 1 and 2 21.2?? 24.4??
Ex. 3 (lower position) 21.0?? 24.1??
B. distributed computation
As pointed in II-B, simulation taking consideration of
building's effect on ood spread requires that the size of
grid is as small as buildings' size. The smaller size of
grid increases the number of grids and requires the more
computation time. Territorial division is one of methods to
reduce the computation time.
Table IV shows simulation results using IDSS. Target
area is set wider by combining ward from one ward to
TABLE IV
SIMULATION TIME (SECOND)
(1) whole size constant
map division number
wards#(area) grid size 1 2 4
1 ward (45.67 km2) 100  74 452 363 327
2 wards (77.68 km2) 94  100 573 424 409
3 wards (94.00 km2) 78  100 494 355 348
4 wards (111.90 km2) 61  100 417 342 321
(2) divides are size constant
map division number(whole grid #)
wards#(area) 1 (100) 4 (200)
1 ward (45.67 km2) 452 1,159
2 wards (77.68 km2) 573 1,558
3 wards (94.00 km2) 494 1,334
4 wards (111.90 km2) 417 1,253
four wards (Fig. 9). The whole areas are divided into two
and four areas. PCs with the same performance (Pentium4
3GHz, memory 2GB) are assigned to each divided area. In
a case of the number of division is two (four), two (four)
PCs are used to simulate the whole area. The PCs are linked
with giga ether network.
The computation of overlapped area and data exchanges
are overhead with dividing areas. Except them,
(1) Dividing a area with keeping the whole size
constant, the computation time reduces to 1
n,
(2) Dividing a area with keeping the divided size
constant (the whole area increases as n), the
computation time remains independent of n.
Table IV shows simulation time. The values show some
merits of region division, however there are rooms to be
improved.
V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
Several disasters under various setting have been simu-
lated sing RSS, and comparison among simulation results
has been done. Comparison simulation results with real one
are required as simulation becomes real. In this paper, we
show ood simulation based on diffusion equation model
is easily implemented in IDSS. The experiments in A
show that the ood simulation match qualitatively the real
disaster and rescue operations effect on simulation results.
The experiments in B indicate that IDSS's scalability is
useful for ood simulation. These results show that the
proposed method is promising for a disaster simulation
system.
The last two of requirements, evacuation to higher oors
and integration into comprehensive simulation system, are
not implemented yet. Future issues including them are
 Not only agent's command related uid such as set
water wall, evacuate to higher oors or from un-
dergrounds are set, also representation of building
inside structure and simulator changes agents state are
required to implement.
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 With regard to integration with other simulator, human
can move in water or may lose their visibility by
smoke. Trafc simulator or human state monitoring
simulator supports damage from ood simulator.
 Sewage system or smoke control equipment is also
important to make simulation realistic.
 Takahashi reported on comparison Simulation results
using RSS with local governments disaster estimation
[13]. The local government data is also primitive
one as used in this paper, so verication methods of
simulation results are important.
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Abstract
Collecting and sharing disaster information about
damaged area is the most important activity to sup-
port decision-making in rescue processes. We assume
that such information sharing activities can be mod-
eled as a simple database access, and design a stan-
dard protocol for information sharing among rescue
systems. The protocol is built on several existing
XML standards like GML (Geographic Mark-up Lan-
guage) and SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)
with some extensions that enables to integrate vari-
ous systems °exibly and on-the-°y.
1 Motivation
In huge disasters, collecting information is the most
important action to make rescue e®ective. Generally,
headquarters of rescue departments like local govern-
ments, police and ¯re o±ces need to know status of
the damaged area as much as possible for suitable
decision-making. Therefore, the governments are re-
quired to build robust and e®ective information sys-
tem for rescue.
Information system is center issue also for general
public. People in damaged area need to receive and
send information in order to evacuate from damaged
area, ask someone's help, and inform their status to
their families and others.
Special Project for Earthquake Disaster Mitigation
in Urban Areas (DDT Project) [2, 9, 5] was founded
by Japanese Government to promote researches on
mitigation of damages of huge disasters using ad-
vanced technologies that includes ICT, robotics and
computer simulation. One of the goals of is to provide
a standard of framework for information and commu-
nication infrastructure for rescue system. To achieve
the goals, we are developing common frameworks of
robust networking and °exible information-sharing,
which help to collect sensing data about damages and
to control search-and-rescue devices like robots, sen-
sor networks, PDA, and so on.
2 Requirements for Rescue In-
formation System
The primary role of robots and devices developed in
DDT Project is to collect disaster information to sup-
port e®ective rescue activities. Because such robots
and devices provide only fragments of information,
we needs a database system to store and integrate
such fragments.
The essential feature of disaster information is
location-related and time-sensitive. This means that
the database to integrate them should be a kind of
geographical information system (GIS), which is de-
signed to provide facilities to represent geographical
objects, to retrieve objects using location as a key, to
link information to a certain point, and to store in-
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Such database will also provide a facility to inte-
grate rescue robots and information systems for res-
cue. Figure 1 shows an overview design of the total
integrated information systems for rescue. Here, in-
formation is transfered via database using a common
protocol.
We also need to have a viewpoint of dual use
when we consider to design rescue information sys-
tem. Dual use provides the following merits for res-
cue systems:
² It is easy and low-cost to update the common
platform. The cost of maintenance and update
of the protocols and devices should be an impor-
tant issue to accept them in the rescue system.
Products for consumers are generally low-cost
and up-to-date in in
² It is easy to ¯nd spares when some modules have
troubles. If the modules or devices are compati-
ble to ordinary one that are used by many people
at home or o±ce, the rescue team need not to be
sensitive to carry huge stocks of spare modules.
When we think about the dual use, extendibility
and °exibility are key issues. Because ICT's progress
is so called dog-year, we need to choose technologies
carefully from the viewpoint of life-cycle. Extendibil-
ity and °exibility are major factors to in°uent the
life-cycle.
3 Mitigation Information Shar-
ing Protocol
3.1 Overview
Based on discussions in previous sections, we have
been designing a protocol for information sharing for
rescue called MISP(Mitigation Information Sharing
Protocol). MISP provides functions to access and to
maintain geometrical information database over net-
works. We suppose that a total system using MISP
forms a client-server style, in which a server is a
database and clients are data-providers and/or data-
requesters. The protocol consists of pure and simple
XML representation so that it is easy to develop sys-
tems to handle this protocol.
In MISP, geometric properties should be repre-
sented by geometric primitive types of GML. [7].
While GML provides widely varied expressions for
geometric primitives, we use only points, line-strings,
polygons, and geometry collections. This set of prim-
itives is rich enough to construct GIS for rescue pur-
pose, and can be handled e®ectively using spacial in-
dexing techniques like R-tree.
As a database protocol, we take WFS(Web Feature
Service) [6] with SOAP envelope as a base. Currently,
the following protocols are available in MISP:
² GetFeature: Query data in the database.
² Transaction: Manipulate data in the database.
{ Insert: Add new data into the database.
{ Update: Modify a part of existing data in
the database.
{ Delete: Remove existing data from the
database.
² GetCapabilities: Ask information about func-
tions the database provides.
² DescribeFeatureType: Request information
about a XML structure of a certain type of data
the database can handle.
In addition to these WFS protocols, MISP also has
an additional protocol, RegisterFeatureType, to
de¯ne a new type and its XML structure by XML
schemes. Using this protocol, the user can add a new
type of data without stopping and re-design whole
systems. This kind of °exibility is important for
the rescue system because it is di±cult to de¯ne ev-
erything before disaster. RegisterFeatureType pro-
tocol enables to connect new systems and to han-
dle new types of information under emergency situ-
ations. Figure 2 shows major four protocols, Regis-
terFeatureType, GetFeature, Insert and Update, in
MISP.
In MISP, geometric properties should be repre-
sented by geometric primitive types of GML. While
GML provides widely varied expressions for geomet-
ric primitives, we use only points, line-strings, poly-
gons, and geometry collections. This set of primitives
is rich enough to construct GIS for rescue purpose,
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and can be handled e®ectively using spacial indexing
techniques like R-tree.
We also use SOAP(Simple Object Access Protocol)
Envelope as an envelope of the above database pro-
tocol. While we currently assume that the database
system forms a simple client-server style, we expect
that such rescue database system should should be
designed as a GRID and/or P2P system for robust-
ness and scalability. SOAP is introduced to provide
extendability to adapt GRID/P2P systems.
3.2 DaRuMa
DaRuMa (DAtabase for Rescue Utility MAnage-
ment) is a reference system that is compliant to
MISP. DaRuMa consists of MySQL and a middle-
ware written in Ruby/Java. The middle-ware trans-
late between MISP and SQL. Figure 3 shows a
overview of DaRuMa system.
In order to utilize e®ectiveness of MySQL as
RDBS, DaRuMa's middle-ware °attens XML struc-
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Figure 2: Four Major Protocol in MISP
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ture into SQL table as much as possible. In addition
to it, DaRuMa makes indexes of geometrical prop-
erties in XML structure, because most of queries in
rescue situation are related to locations of data.
Because DaRuMa/MISP is utilized as a client-
server system over networks, we can apply it for vari-
ous styles with existing and newly-developed systems
like ¯gure 4. We already developed a CSV-MISP con-
verter/libraries by which most of existing information
systems can connect with.
3.3 Sensed Data Representation
MISP and DaRuMa provide quite general framework
to share information, but do not specify how to rep-
resent actual data in XML format. While such unre-
stricted speci¯cation enables for DaRuMa (and other
MISP-compliant systems) to connect to existing sys-
tems, we also need some guideline to represent shar-
ing information for newly developing systems to en-
able e®ective cooperation among systems.
As the ¯rst step to build guideline, we are design-
ing representation of sensing data taken by sensor-
and robot-networks based on GML's directedObser-
vation. The features of the representation are:
² Sensing data itself (ddt:sensedDataEntity) and
its meta-data (ddt:sensedDataInfo) is separately
Figure 4: Various Styles to Connect Existing and
Newly-developed Systems
represented. Because sensing data like images
and movies are generally large, the size of the
query results may be huge even the most of them
are not used. Separation of actual data and
meta-data enables the system to ¯lter data using
meta-data information that is generally smaller
than actual data.
² Each property can include noise element, which
indicate noise- and ambiguity-level. Because it
is di±cult to scan whole area in a uniformed way
under disaster, such information will be required
in order to integrate data from di®erent kinds of
sensing devises.
4 Conclusion
In this article, we propose MISP, a standard proto-
col for rescue information sharing systems, and show
some sample implementation. The protocol has a
°exibility to accept new type of information and to
integrate new sub-systems easily.
As mentioned in section 2, a viewpoint of dual-
use is important to design rescue system. While I
only described about rescue-application side of MISP,
MISP also has a capability to handle general purpose
related to geographical information. We are planning
to apply it to daily application like town-navigation.
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<ddt:location>
<gml:Point>
<gml:coordinates>10.0,20.0,30.0</gml:coordinates>
</gml:Point>
<ddt:noise> ... </ddt:noise>
</ddt:location>
<ddt:target>
<gml:Point>
<gml:coordinates>40.0,50.0,60.0</gml:coordinates>
</gml:Point>
<ddt:noise> ... </ddt:noise>
</ddt:target>
<ddt:validTime>
<gml:TimePeriod>
<gml:beginPosition>2005-09-29T23:35:00+09:00
</gml:beginPosition>
<gml:endPosition>2005-09-29T23:35:00+09:00
</gml:endPosition>
</gml:TimePeriod>
</ddt:validTime>
<ddt:using xlink:href="MyDigiCam" />
<ddt:resultOf xlink:href="MyPhoto">
<ddt:type>image/jpeg</ddt:type>
</ddt:resultOf>
<ddt:direction>
<ddt:DirectionVector>
<ddt:horizontalAngle>0.0</ddt:horizontalAngle>
<ddt:verticalAngle>80.0</ddt:verticalAngle>
<ddt:rollAngle>0.0</ddt:rollAngle>
</ddt:DirectionVector>
</ddt:direction>
<ddt:notes>
<ddt:viewCone>35.0,20.0</ddt:viewCone>
<ddt:resolution>640,400</ddt:resolution>
</ddt:notes>
</ddt:sensedDataInfo>
<ddt:sensedDataEntity gml:id="MyPhoto">
<ddt:type>image/jpeg</ddt:type>
<ddt:encoding>base64</ddt:encoding>
<ddt:data>
/9j/4SQ+RXhpZgAASUkqAAgAAAAMAA8BAg...
AQAAABoBBQABAAAAuAAAABsBBQABAAAAwA...
AgAUAAAA8AAAABMCAwABAAAAAgAAAJiCAg...
CgEAAKQEAABGVUpJRklMTQAARmluZVBpeC...
dGFsIENhbWVyYSBGaW5lUGl4IEY4MTAgIC...
NwAgICAgAABQcmludElNADAyNTAAAAIAAg...
AQAAAOQCAAAiiAMAAQAAAAYAAAAniAMAAQ...
...
</ddt:data>
</ddt:sensedDataEntity>
Figure 5: Example of Sensed Data
There also remain following open issues:
² Various Templates for Sensing Data: In this ar-
ticle, we just show an example of sensing data
which is designed based on a picture image.
We also need other kinds of data templates like
movie and grid data. For movie or other time-
sequence data, we should apply schemes for dy-
namic features of GML, in which a sequence is
handled as a set of snapshot. For grid data,
we need introduce the concept of `coverage', in
which °exible grid can be de¯ned to represent
matrix type data. In any case, we should pay
attention to application of movements of ubiqui-
tous sensor networks[10, 11, 4] in order to adapt
the templates to such new technologies.
² Ontology and Web Service: While MISP can ac-
cept any kind of data structure, MISP has no
mechanism to map among these structures. Es-
pecially in the case of daily operations of local
governments, many types of data are overlapped
over departments. Generally, it is di±cult to
maintain correspondence between data in di®er-
ent departments. Therefore, we need to a on-
tology mechanism to map such correspondence
semi-automatically[8].
² GRID/P2P: As mentioned in section 3.1, rescue
information system should have a capability to
run on GRID/P2P environments[3, 1]. MISP
uses SOAP Envelope to guarantee to apply such
distributed processing framework, but has not
been speci¯ed how to realize it.
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Abstract—In this paper we present a novel approach to
multi-objective exploration in a rescue environment. Though
autonomous exploration has been investigated in the past, we
speciﬁcally focus on the problem of searching interesting fea-
tures in the environment during the map building process. Our
solution is based on multi-objective search and exploration
strategy and allows us for considering both the map building
task and the victim search task, using heterogeneous sensors.
Furthermore, we introduced a Petri Nets formalism in order
to be able to face unexpected events, parallel tasks and action
synchronization, in a coherent framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years increasing attention has been devoted to
rescue robotics both from research institutions and from
rescue operators. Robots can consistently help human oper-
ators in dangerous tasks during rescue operations in several
ways. One of the main services that mobile robots can
provide to rescue operators is to work as remote sensing
devices reporting information from dangerous places that
human operators cannot reach.
A consistent part of rescue robotic research is focused
on providing robots with high mobility capabilities and
complex sensing devices. Such kind of robots are usually
designed to be tele-operated during the rescue mission.
Another branch of rescue robotic focuses on providing
mobile bases with a certain degree of autonomy ([2]). Semi-
autonomous robots can process acquired data and build a
high-level representation of the surrounding environment
([7]). Moreover, robots can act in the environment (e.g.
navigate) with only a limited interaction with the human
operator. In this way, the human operator can easily con-
trol multiple robots providing high level commands (e.g.
“explore this area”, “reach this point”, etc.). Moreover, in
case of temporary network breakdown, the mobile base can
continue executing its task and come back to a predeﬁned
base station.
In this work we focus on autonomous search in an
indoor unstructured environment. The search task is tar-
geted towards detection and analysis of interesting features
(e.g. possible human victims). The environment is not
known before-hand and has to be totally explored and
analyzed to report all relevant features to human operators.
Moreover, the relevant features should be located inside
the environment, therefore the robot has to build a map
of the surrounding area and localize itself inside the map.
Autonomous exploration has been deeply investigated in
mobile robot literature ([8], [11], [12]). Most approaches,
however, do not consider the problem of searching for
interesting features inside the environment while doing the
exploration. On the other hand, several approaches have
been proposed for search tasks, but they either assume the
environment as known, or do not address uncertainty in
robot actions and perceptions.
In this paper we present a novel framework for au-
tonomous search and exploration of indoor unstructured en-
vironment. Our solution is based on a multi-objective search
and exploration strategy. The objectives of our system are
to explore and build a consistent map of the environment
and to detect possible victims, while minimizing the time
needed to complete the mission. A main feature of our
approach is that we use heterogeneous sensing devices
for the map building system and for the victim detection
system. Notice that, having heterogeneous devices for the
map building process and for the feature detection process
is relevant also to other kinds of features. For example,
to detect the presence of CO2 in the environment the
mobile base should use a dedicated device that has different
characteristics with respect to sensors commonly used for
the map process (e.g. laser scanner or sonar device). In
particular, our mobile base is equipped with a laser range
scanner device for the purpose of map building, while
a stereo vision camera and an infra-red thermo sensor
are used for victim detection. The two processes have
different and sometimes conﬂicting goals. For example, the
map building process is accurate and fast: the laser can
accurately acquire information from a long distance (e.g.
around 80 meters). On the other hand, the victim detection
system is very demanding from a computational point of
view and has a very short range of operation. Moreover, the
victim detection system is divided in two sub-processes: the
ﬁrst one generates interesting points where victims could be
present, the second process analyzes one interesting point
and decides whether it is a victim or a false alarm.
A top level module coordinates the two sub-systems,
ensuring that all the environment will be explored and that
each possible detected victim will be analyzed. The main
decision that our exploration and search strategy makes is
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candidate points are computed considering the information
provided by the two subsystems. In particular, candidate
points are either frontier points, between the visited areas
and the unexplored space, or points located near possible
victims.
Notice that, since information provided by the subsys-
tems are not certain, and the action robot performs may fail,
the system should be able to promptly react to unexpected
events (e.g. a novel candidate point to be examined, or a
navigation failure). To manage in a coherent and ﬂexible
framework all the possible events that our system should
take into account, we decided to deploy Petri Nets-based
formalism to represent course of actions to be executed.
Our approach has been developed and tested on a work-
ing rescue mobile base. Performed experiments show that
our system is able to autonomously explore unstructured
environments, and localize possible found victims.
This paper is organized as follow: next section describes
the problem we address. Section 3 describes our robotic
system and the software module that are responsible of
mapping, localization, navigation, and victim detection
tasks. The approach to exploration is described in Section
4. Section 5 describes performed experiments and Section
6 concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMALIZATION AND OBJECTIVES
To be fully autonomous, the robot has to be able not only
to build the map and localize with it (SLAM), but also to
decide the sequences of movements useful to explore the
whole environment. The exploration problem can be seen
as a next-best-view (NBV) problem ([6]), i.e. computing a
sequence of sensing positions based on the data acquired at
previous locations, in order to build a complete represen-
tation of the environment. An optimal NBV algorithm will
thus move the robot to positions in which it can take the
maximum information gain (given the current knowledge of
the environment). The NBV concept is taken from computer
vision and has some major differences with respect to robot
exploration (for example NBV algorithms do not consider
collision free paths and possible localization problems;
moreover, they usually deal with known scenarios).
Making the robot or its sensors span all the environment
is also referred as “coverage” problem, usually when the
environment is known a priori (e.g. autonomous vacuum
cleaners, lawn mowers, etc.).
Exploration strategies usually aim at reducing the ex-
ploration time. This applies also to a rescue mission, for
obvious reasons. Thus, the goal is to choose the actions
that gain the maximum information in the minimum time.
This requires also to take into account the time consumed
in the motion of the robot, i.e. in the length of the paths.
In a rescue mission, we have indeed two concurrent goals
in the exploration. The ﬁrst deals with map building, usually
relying on sensors in the class of range ﬁnders (laser range
ﬁnders, sonars, etc.); the goal here is to let the sensors cover
all the explorable space. A SLAM algorithm is responsible
of putting the readings together to build the map. The
second goal of exploration in a rescue mission is the search
for victims. Usually, to detect human bodies other classes
of sensors are used, e.g. cameras, stereo-cameras, thermo-
cameras or thermo sensors in general. This kind of sensors
usually have a different range in which they can be used and
the methods tend to be very different (for example there can
be the need to look at the same place from two different
points of view). This results in a situation in which the
two goals usually lead to different and sometimes opposite
decisions. For example, when a portion of a map has
successfully been built, the map building algorithm would
direct the robot elsewhere. However, the victim detection
subsystem might need to further analyze the area.
In [9] this kind of problem is called “Map building”,
when the task is to explore the whole environment in order
to build the map, or “Searching”, when the task is to ﬁnd
something (in our case an unknown number of victims) in
an unknown environment, that needs to be systematically
explored. In the following we will refer to them as Map
Building task and Victim Search task.
In order to have a coherent and common framework
for the two goals, we formalize as follows. Given a space
E ⊂ Rn to be explored and a (set of) sensor(s) that can
build a local representation of the space A(q) ⊂ E from
the oriented position q, the exploration for map building
process is to ﬁnd a sequence of oriented positions qi such
that
n [
i=0
A(qi) = E
i.e. the sensor(s) has to span the whole explorable space
E. The problem is actually more complex because usually
SLAM algorithms require a sufﬁcient overlap between two
readings to reduce uncertainty in sensors interpretation.
This applies both to the Map Building task and the
Victim Search task, but, as stated before, the sensors used
are different in many respects. Also the output of the two
algorithms are slightly different: while the Map Building
task give the representation of the environment, the output
of the Victim Search module will be an explored area in
which some features are detected and positioned in the map.
This implicitly means that there is no other such features
in the rest of that area.
The two tasks should synchronize and interact in order to
have the map of the whole environment and all the victims
detected and located in that map.
Notice that the typical NBV algorithm structure is given
by the following steps:
1) select or choose the next view point;
2) navigate or move the sensor to that view point;
3) acquire information from the sensor;
4) integrate this information with the global knowledge
of the object/environment.
SRMED-2006 37In our case, however, the map building process and the
victim research are active even when the robot is moving
to the position previously chosen, thus incrementing the
probability to ﬁnd victims and speeding up the environment
representation building task (the navigation phase can be
time consuming since the evaluation of candidates can
require heavy computations).
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In our system, the exploration relies on the following
subsystems:
• SLAM subsystem These modules deal with map
building, given the sensor readings, and localization
in the map built.
• Navigation subsystem Navigation modules are re-
sponsible for enabling the robot to reach a target
position; a rough “topological” path-planner computes
a path and a lower-level module tries to follow this
path, maneuvering the robot ([3]).
• Frontier module This module compute the boundaries
between the free explored space and the unknown
space, given the current map, using a wavefront
expansion-like algorithm.
• Pan-tilt Control subsystem The victim detection
algorithm is based on the analysis of the images
provided by a stereo-vision system. This system is
mounted on a pan-tilt unit, thus making its mobility
uncorrelated from robot mobility.
• Human Body Detection subsystem It is performed
in two steps. The ﬁrst being faster and less accurate is
used to identify interesting places where a human body
could be located. The second step is computationally
heavier and slower, and for this reason should be
activated only in those areas declared interesting in
the ﬁrst step.
We use a laser range ﬁnder for mapping ([7]), localization
and navigation ([4]), and a sonar that helps in ﬁnding
transparent surfaces. The Human Body subsystem relies on
a stereo vision system ([1]), that has a very reduced range
of operation.
Since the map is not known a priori, it is not possible
to compute the exact information gain for a given position
in the map. We can only compute expected information
gain. One method is given in [6], but the computation
can be heavy. For this reason, we prefer to use the good
approximation given by the consideration of the length of
the so called “frontiers”, i.e. boundaries between free and
unknown space ([12]).
For what concerns the victim detection task, the ex-
ploration has to take in consideration also the fact that
the Human Body Detection subsystem can give interesting
points that can be in places just visited, due to the time
needed to process the images. This means that the robot
can be forced to go backward on its steps in order to make
the second step of the victim detection algorithm to check
for victim presence in the right place.
Fig. 1. A typical situation in which the exploration algorithm needs to
choose between a set of frontiers (“F” in the ﬁgure) and a set of interesting
points to be checked (“I” in the ﬁgure)
Since moving the robot can be very time consuming,
we mounted the stereo-camera and the thermo sensor on
a pan-tilt unit. In this way the Human Body Detection
subsystem sensors can point elsewhere with respect to the
robot. Anyway, this means also that pan-tilt unit needs to be
moved in order to successfully (and better) look for human
bodies.
IV. EXPLORATION STRATEGY
The exploration strategy presented in this paper can be
conceptually divided into two parts. In the ﬁrst we address
the problem of optimizing an utility function in order to
compute the next position to be reached, while in the second
we add a level of abstraction and use this choice in a more
complex plan that is able to face unexpected events, parallel
actions and synchronization.
A. The choice of the next target to reach
As we stated before, for the choice of the target position
to be reached, we have two sources of candidates: the
Frontier module and the Human Body Detection subsystem.
For what concerns the ﬁrst module, it is quite obvious
that the boundaries between the free explored space and
the unknown areas are the candidate targets for the next
position to reach, because the unexplored areas can be seen
through them ([12], [6]). The computation of the frontiers is
based on the wavefront expansion algorithm ([8]), that has
been extended to make the computation iterative, in order
to avoid to reconsider the whole map at each iteration. As
for the “interesting positions” given by the pre-computation
part of the Human Body Detection subsystem, one must to
take into account that the robot needs to approach them
before the full Human Body Detection algorithm can be
enabled.
Given these sources, the exact positions to reach are
chosen such that the robot is at a proper distance, with a
right orientation, and sufﬁciently far from other obstacles.
This is of fundamental importance when we deal with
SRMED-2006 38possible victims, both for their safety and for the algorithm
to work properly.
The exploration process, following the general NBV
algorithm structure, is divided into two steps: evaluation
of candidates; navigation towards the chosen target. As we
stated before, the frontier computation task and the search
of the possible victims are executed in parallel with the
navigation and provide their outputs to the module that is
responsible of the candidate selection when it request them.
Candidates are evaluated with a method inspired by the
multi-objective optimization ([5]). In particular, we choose
to minimize the exploration time, and to maximize the
information gain, in order to explore all the unknown free
space and discover all the possible victims.
To minimize the exploration time, we compute the length
of the shortest path given by the path planner to each can-
didate. To compute the information gain of the candidates
we have to deﬁne the information obtained by reaching a
frontier and that given by investigating a possible victim.
For the former, the information gain is given by the
expected portion of unexplored environment that can be
reached by the robot: this can be approximated by the
length of the frontier itself. On the other hand, the infor-
mation given by a victim is constant, because the Human
Body Detection subsystem does not distinguish from one
possible victim to another.
Given the set of candidates, the best target can be
computed as follows:
• computation of the shortest distance and the greatest
information gain;
• computation of the best target, using the distance from
ideal solution D(ci), (the ideal solution has the best
distance and best information gain):
D(ci) =
p
(d(ci) − d∗)2 + (I(ci) − I∗)2
in which ci is a candidate, d(ci) is the distance from
it, I(ci) its information gain, d∗ and I∗ are the best
distance and the best information gain (see [5]).
Once the best target is computed, the robot should reach
it using the Navigation subsystem; when it reaches it, a new
candidate evaluation and selection is performed.
B. The introduction of the Petri Nets formalism
One of the main limits of using only the NBV algorithm
structure and the utility function is that, once the robot has
begun to move towards to a target, it is not able to adapt its
actions to new events: for instance, if during the navigation
the robot ﬁnds out an “interesting point”, it can analyze it
only after having reached the current target, thus resulting
in a manifest loss of efﬁciency. Moreover, we need to be
able to face unexpected navigation faults that, in a rescue
mission, can often happened.
In our setting, there is the need of some kind of mecha-
nism to handle the concept of “interrupt” and “unexpected
event”. For these reasons, we introduced a Plan Executor
module, based on Petri Nets formalism, that is able to
manage navigation faults, to react to new possible victims
and also to manage concurrent actions.
Petri Nets are a formal and graphical language which
is suitable for modeling systems with concurrency and
resource sharing. They are currently used in manufacturing
systems, concurrency analysis, process management and
so on. Since its introduction, in the beginning of 60’s, it
revealed to be a very powerful and easy to use tool.
A Petri Net is a directed graph in which the edges
connect two kind of nodes, called transitions and places. A
transition node can be connected only with places node and
vice versa; each edge has assigned a positive integer, called
weight; we denote w(pi,tj) the weight of the edge between
place pi and the transition tj. In graphical representations,
places are drawn as circles and transitions as bars. A
marking of a Petri Net assigns a non-negative integer i
to each place (we say that the place contains i tokens).
Together with the graph speciﬁcation, for a Petri Net is
given also an initial marking. In modeling, usually places
represent conditions, while transitions represent events. A
transition has a set of input places and a set of output
places representing pre-conditions and post-conditions of
the event. A transition ¯ t is said to be enabled if each input
place pi contains at least w(pi,¯ t) tokens. An enabled tran-
sition may or may not ﬁre depending on whether the event
associated with it actually takes place. When a transition
ﬁres, w(pi,¯ t) tokens are removed from each input place pi
and w(¯ t,pj) token are added in each output place pj. Using
these simple building blocks, it is possible to have structure
that can control parallel actions and synchronization with
ease. One simple plan used by our Plan Executor module
is shown in Figure 3.
From an implementation point of view, the employment
of the Petri Nets tool allows for:
• quick and easy plan deﬁnition, validation and test;
• management of concurrent actions (i.e. the pan-tilt
direction changes and the robot motion);
• evaluation of fault management strategies.
It can also lead to build more complex plans, involving
more sensors and more performable actions, that can deal
with more difﬁcult scenarios.
V. EXPERIMENTS
Experiments on the presented exploration strategy have
been performed both in simulation (using Player/Stage1
framework) and real rescue arenas (using an ActivMedia
Pioneer 3-AT mobile base, with a Stereo Vision system
mounted on a pan-tilt unit and a SICK Laser Range Finder,
see Figure 2).
The plan used in experiments is the one showed in Fig-
ure 3. We can see the initial marking (the token contained
in the very upper place) and simple constructs like the
interrupts, i.e. conditions (attached to transitions) evaluated
when the input place(s) are active (i.e. contain at least
1http://playerstage.sf.net
SRMED-2006 39Fig. 3. The plan used in the experiments
Fig. 2. The robot used for the real arena experiments
one token). If the interrupt condition is true, the token
is removed from the place and the action related with it
interrupted. We can see two interrupts during the execution
of the MoveToTarget action: NavigationFailed
and SeenVictim, that is: the navigation to the current
target is interrupted if the navigation reports a failure or
a new interesting position has been found (this leads to
process interesting places as soon as possible).
In Figure 4, the ﬁnal map of a completed rescue mission
is shown. The two victims have been found and precisely
placed in the automatically built map. The thick arrow in
the upper right side of the ﬁgure is the starting position
of the robot. This rescue arena is 7x5m big and has been
explored in about 15 minutes (maximum linear speed was
set to 100mm/s, due to the need to negotiate with narrow
passages and the time requested to process stereo images).
VI. RELATED WORK
The exploration problem is usually seen as an opti-
mization problem in which the expected total time of the
exploration or a related value has to be optimized (e.g. the
information gain has to be maximized, the total travel cost
minimized, etc.). Several approaches address the problem
deﬁning utility functions for the choice of the next position
to travel to. In these utility functions, one has to consider
both the costs of the actions and their gains. Usually they
take into account the minimization of the total time along
with other features such as map precision, and include them
in the utility function.
Ba˜ nos and Latombe in [6] addressed the next best view
problem to exploration, arguing that solutions taken from
the computer vision area cannot be applied directly to
mobile robot exploration due to the fact that in this area
SRMED-2006 40Fig. 4. The map showed at the end of a mission with two victims found
some relevant issues of mobile robots are not taken in con-
sideration (e.g. robot localization and obstacle avoidance),
and proposed a method in which the canonical steps of
the NBV problem are executed one after the other. For an
example of a computer vision NBV solution, refer to [10].
In [11] an approach that combines mapping, localization
and exploration is presented. This method evaluates the
cost and information gain of the actions that the robot
has to perform. The actions are addressed mostly for the
construction of a precise and ad accurate map and do not
consider possible interesting features.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a novel approach to multi-
objective exploration in a rescue environment. In the pre-
sented approach, we select the next position to explore
using a multi-objective utility function over the set of
targets useful for map building and the set of interesting
positions to be analyzed further by the Human Body
Detection subsystem. Moreover, thanks to the Petri Nets
formalism, we are able to build complex plans in which the
modeling of constructs like parallel actions, synchronization
and interrupts is straightforward. The experiments show that
our robot is able to autonomously explore environments
both simulated and real, and to ﬁnd and check interesting
positions while looking for victims.
At present, we are developing quantitative experiments
using the simulator to have a better estimate of the ad-
vantages of the proposed approach. However, the main
difﬁculty is to ﬁnd some performance metrics that ﬁts this
kind of problem.
The issues that arise in this paper can be investigated
further, building more complex plans in order to include
other actions (e.g. the pan-tilt control) or to be able to react
to more complex and unexpected events. From the point
of view of the high-level plan built using the Petri Nets
formalism, we are able also to consider sets of situations in
which the exploration strategy needs to be different from
the NBV-like utility-based strategy and easily switch the
robot behavior.
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